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ABSTRACT: The formation of spattered powder during laser scanning in the SLM Solutions 280 
HL build chamber was investigated by varying the inert gas flow velocity and unidirectional scan 
vectors, both against and with the gas flow. The accumulated spattered powder on the left side of 
the build chamber base was quantified and analyzed. It was found that scanning against the gas flow 
leads to a higher accumulation on the left side. The spattered powder is also considerably larger in 
size as compared to the starting powder, with the presence of oxide detected from the SEM tests. 

INTRODUCTION 

Spattering is a phenomenon that is traditionally observed in many laser based machining processes 
such as laser cutting, drilling and welding (Kaplan & Powell, 2011; Low et al., 2001; Park & Rhee, 
1999). More recently, the formation and effects of spattering during powder bed fusion processes in 
Additive Manufacturing (AM), specifically Selective Laser Melting (SLM), have been studied (Liu 
et al., 2015; Simonelli et al., 2015) but to a limited extent. It has been suggested that the spattering 
phenomenon is due to the balling process coupled with the recoil pressure exerted by the ionized 
metal vapour on the melt pool causing droplets of molten material to be expelled upwards and carried 
away from the powder bed by the inert gas flow. The studies also showed that the spattered powder 
are mostly larger than the starting powder, with layers of oxide present on its surfaces which would 
explain the burnt appearance. Damage to the moving recoater blade and non-uniform layer thickness 
are also some of the detrimental effects of the spattered powder which gets deposited onto the 
powder bed (Foster et al., 2014). Additionally, contaminated powder reduces the tensile strength of 
the printed parts (Liu et al., 2015). Conventionally, the inert gas flow that is pumped into the chamber 
of SLM machines is responsible for the removal of the unwanted spattered powder from the powder 
bed during scanning. Besides the effect of gas flow uniformity near the powder bed on the properties 
of the printed parts (Ferrar et al., 2012) and also the effects of the type of gas on the melt pool (Wang 
et al., 2014), not much research has been made with regards to the gas flow effects during SLM, 
specifically how effective it is in the advection of the spattered powder to the chamber outlet, and 
also the possible laser-spatter-gas interactions while in flight in the gas. As seen in Figure 1, the 
spattered powder tends to accumulate on the left side of the build chamber base. It is distinguished 
from the starting powder in terms of its darker or burnt appearance and the gradual increase in 
accumulated mass as the laser scanning proceeds. Trails of “smoke” are also observed during

scanning as the expelled droplets of molten material are being carried by the inert gas flow.  
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Figure 1 Accumulation of spattered powder on the left side of the build chamber base in SLM 
Solutions 280 HL machine 

In SLM, parameter optimization (mainly being laser power, speed, hatch space and layer thickness) 
to obtain parts with good mechanical properties such as high tensile strength, density and Young’s 

modulus are widely studied, leaving a paucity of research done regarding the spattering 
phenomenon. Therefore, it is interesting to study how effective the gas is in removing the spattered 
powder that is continuously expelled and its possible interactions with the moving laser beam during 
SLM. In this experiment, the effect of varying the unidirectional laser scanning and gas flow 
velocity, on the effective removal of spattered powder has been carried out. 

EXPERIMENT 

For this study, rectangular cross sections with a dimension of 110 x 16 mm were scanned on the 
powder bed. The material used was spherical AlSi10Mg powder with particle size distribution 20 – 
63 μm which had been gas atomized with nitrogen. The SLM Solutions 280 HL build chamber was 
flooded with argon gas at 30 and 60 % of the maximum speed to reduce the oxygen level to less 
than 0.1%, and the build platform was pre-set to a temperature of 150 ̊ C before laser initialization. 
Other parameters set in the SLM Build Processor include laser power of 350 W, layer thickness of 
100 μm, laser speed of 900 mm/s and hatch space of 0.12 mm. The scan vectors were set to align in 
the x direction as in figure 2a and b. Collection of spattered powder that accumulated in the yellow-
marked region (254 x 48 mm) as in figure 2c, was performed after scanning every ten layers using 
a scoop. A total of 5 samples were obtained for each case. For each case, 3 rectangles with the same 
vector scan direction specified were placed on the left side of the platform and equally spaced apart. 
The cases tested are listed in Table 1. A simple Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was then 
conducted to observe the effects of the variables (gas velocity and scan direction) on the amount of 
spattered powder collected. Additionally, the samples were coated with a thin layer of gold and 
analyzed for their elemental composition using the Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope 
(FESEM), JOEL 7600F.  

Table 1 Cases tested for experiment 

Case Gas Velocity (%) Scan Direction 
1 30 Against 
2 30 With 
3 60 Against 
4 60 With 
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Figure 2 Schematic of unidirectional scanning (a) against and (b) with the gas flow and (c) layout 
of parts during scanning 

RESULTS 

In this section, the spattered powder is evaluated in terms of the accumulated mass and elemental 
atomic composition. Its formation with regards to the possible reactions that took place during flight 
in the gas will also be explored. 

Mass of spattered powder 

Figure 3 Plot of spattered powder mass collected on build chamber base 

Table 2 ANOVA Table 

Source of 
Variation 

Sum of Squares Degrees of 
Freedom 

Mean Square 

 Gas Velocity 9.417 1 9.417 858.586 
Scan Direction 2.611 1 2.611 238.013 

Interaction 0.269 1 0.269 24.556 
Error 0.176 16 0.011 
Total 12.472 19 

Using a Type I error probability  in ANOVA, the critical value of the F-
distribution, is 8.53. Hence, both variables, including their interaction have a significant 
effect on the amount of accumulated spattered powder since . Greater accumulation 
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on the build chamber base was observed at higher gas velocity, indicating that the spattered powder 
was carried to a further region away from the powder bed and closer to the chamber outlet. On the 
other hand, at lower velocity, the gas is less effective in the spattered powder removal, leading to 
greater contamination of the fresh powder bed.  Therefore, a contradicting situation arises by varying 
the gas velocity, whereby the spattered powder would either accumulate or directly affect the fresh 
powder by landing on the powder bed during scanning.  

DISCUSSION 

However, regardless of the gas flow velocity, scanning against the flow led to a higher accumulation 
of spattered powder. The spattering could be similar to that found in laser welding, where melt 
ejection is only observed up to a threshold velocity that is the “pre-humping regime” (Fabbro, 2013). 
The presence of the keyhole could be attributed to the relatively large layer thickness of 100 μm. 
During SLM, the motion of the vapour plume exerts pressure on the melt pool, causing oscillations 
to be generated inside the keyhole and possibly producing spatters on the rear of the keyhole rim, in 
the opposite direction to that of the laser beam scanning as seen in Figure 4 below.  

As the gas flow carries the spattered powder to the outlet, a fraction of the spattered powder could 
be rescanned as they get trapped inside the laser beam. This reheating process breaks down the 
spattered powder into finer particles, as observed during SLM as “smoke” and shown in figure 4a. 
However, the smoke produced could be comprised of condensed metal vapor that solidifies during 
flight and other particles. Assuming the amount of condensed metal vapor is the same for both 
scanning directions, the other particles mentioned earlier could be due to burning of the spattered 
powder by the laser beam. The smoke trails were observed to be more prevalent during scanning in 
the direction of the gas flow, as opposed to scanning against. When scanning against the flow as 
seen in figure 4b, the spattered powder is less likely to be blown into the path of the beam, but ends 
ups getting deposited on the region near the outlet. This deposition builds up as the scanning resumes 
and accounts for the accumulation of spattered powder over time. However, in this study the smoke 
trails were difficult to capture on camera due to their fine nature and chaotic movement in the 
turbulent gas flow which circulated upwards towards the ceiling of the chamber. As a result, burnt 
powder usually needs to be cleaned off the lens in the machine, especially after long hours of printing 
as the burnt powder deposition on the lens would decrease the energy transferred to the powder bed 
by the laser.  

Figure 4 Schematic of laser beam scanning (a) in the direction of the gas flow which might have 
caused the spattered powder to be burnt by the laser and (b) against the gas flow, possibly 

decreasing the burning of the spattered powder 

(b) (a) 
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SEM of fresh and spattered powder  

 

Figure 5 SEM images of (a) fresh powder (b) spattered powder from case 3 and (c) from case 4 

Magnifying the samples 230 times using SEM produced the images seen in Figure 5 above. It can 
be observed that regardless of the scan direction, the spattered powder is approximately similar in 
size and shape (case 3 and 4). From literature, spattered powder from the SLM of stainless steel 
316L appeared to be spherical and approximately three times larger than the fresh powder (Liu et 
al., 2015). However, the SLM of AlSi10Mg produced much larger spattered powder, more than four 
times the size of the fresh powder. Under SEM, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy Analysis 
(EDS) of the samples of spattered powder revealed a high presence of oxygen, with a value close to 
30 % in atomic weight as compared to the fresh powder where oxygen was not detected. Therefore, 
the enlargement of the fresh powder during laser scanning could be attributed to the oxidation of Si, 
which has a high affinity to oxygen (Simonelli et al., 2015). Al could also be susceptible to oxide 
formation, since the composition of both Si and Al is reduced in the spattered powder. This shows 
that inert gas pumped into the chamber was not sufficient in minimizing the amount of oxygen 
present in the atmosphere as a surface of oxide was formed, coating the spattered powder and 
increasing its size. 

Figure 6 SEM-EDS of a powder particle from case 4 
  

Table 3 Element composition breakdown obtained from a single powder particle in each case 

Atomic % 
Element Fresh Powder Case 3 Case 4 

Al 82.60 69.69 61.96 
O - 27.64 26.44 
Si 16.69 11.63 10.49 
Mg 0.71 0.29 1.11 

197 μm 

(a) (c) (b) 
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CONCLUSION 

Spattering in SLM is an unavoidable phenomenon which could affect the recoating process and also 
the printed part properties. In this study, it was concluded that reducing the gas velocity diminishes 
the accumulation of spattered powder, but at the cost of ineffectively removing them from the 
powder bed, causing contamination. Scanning in the direction of the flow significantly reduces the 
accumulation of spattered powder on the build chamber base, regardless of the gas velocity. Hence 
the possibility of extending the width of the powder bed and printing larger parts. However, it was 
observed that scanning in this direction generally produced more “smoke” and greater contamination 
of the fresh powder bed. It was suggested that scanning in the direction of the gas flow led to 
rescanning of the initial spattered powder, producing the finer smoke particles.  
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